
 

KGSA Spring 2023 Uniform Sizing Chart 
*Provided as a reference, however, we strongly encourage all girls to try on both jersey and pants at one 

of our Uniform fitting days (dates can be found on our FB page) or at Tryouts prior to ordering. 

Girls & Youth Jersey sizes 
        Girls  
        V-neck Shirt (more of a fitted look) 

      
         

        Youth   

  

 

Ladies & Adult Jersey sizes 
 

 

  
      *HOLLOWAY FREESTYLE SUBLIMATED TURBO TRAINING TEE (Jersey) 

 

 



 

Augusta Sportswear Softball Pant 

Youth/Girls/Ladies Pants sizes 

 

SIZE  Youth X-
Small  

Youth Small   

Waist  20"  22"  

Hip  23"  25"  

Inseam   15"  16.75"  

           

  

SIZE  Girls Small  Girls Medium   Girls Large   

Low Waist Relaxed  24.5"  25.5"  26.5"  

Hip - 6.5" down  30.5"  33"  35"  

Inseam   16.75"  18.5"  21"  

            

 

SIZE  Ladies Small   Ladies 
Medium   

Ladies Large   Ladies X-
Large   

Ladies 2X-Large   

Low Waist Relaxed  27"  28"  29.5"  31.25"  33.25"  

Hip - 8" down  36"  38"  41"  44.5"  48.5"  

Inseam   23.5"  24"  24.5"  24.5"  24.5"  

  

*Augusta Sportswear Softball (Pant) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
CARE OF SUBLIMATION GARMENTS  

Sublimated designs will not crack, peel, or fade over time and will last the life span of the fabric. Designs 

do not wash out. Similar to piece dyed fabric pilling can occur. When pilling occurs the white body fabric 

can become visible. Below is a list of Sublimation “Do’s and Don’ts”. Following these care instructions 

will be crucial to the long life of your sublimated garment.  

 

Yes  No  

Machine wash cold water, gentle cycle with 
similar colors.  Do not use bleach  

Dampen any stains with water and a small 
amount of mild soap or detergent.  Do not use fabric softeners  

Tumble dry on low works fine, but hang to 
dry is best.  Do not iron  

Turn garment inside out before washing (this 
is not required, but may extend the life of the 

garment)  

Do not dry clean, store damp, or wash or dry 
with items containing Velcro zipper, or other  

rough surfaces  

  

Do not rub fabric against abrasive surfaces like 
a fence or Velcro from a bag  

 

Augusta Sportswear Brands will not be responsible for uniforms that are damaged due to improper care 

or maintenance. Failure to follow our specified care instructions will void all guarantees.  

Under no circumstances are sublimated garments to be put through a screen-print dryer or heat press. 

Dyes will migrate and the design will be ruined. 


